
 

Experts in Saving and Processing Urban Timber 

2640 Minnehaha Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55406 

 

Log Information Form 
Phone: 612-581-0252 

info@woodfromthehood.com 

 Billing Name:  

 Primary Contact Name:  

 Email:  

 Phone:  

Billing Address:  

  

I am requesting the following service (choose one): 

�Milling Only 
(Fill out Cut List 
section below)  

�Milling & Kiln-Drying 
(Fill out Cut List & Surfacing 
sections below) 

�Custom Woodworking Please attach a sketch or 
picture including L x W x H x finished thickness. WFTH 
will provide a quote for the finished project. 

Upon completion of this project, I would like (choose one): 

�Will Call  �Delivery quoted for the following address: 

 

Log(s) will be brought to WFTH facility by (choose one): As early as (date): 

�Self (call before delivery)    �Arborist Name (call before delivery): 

�WFTH If WFTH is checked, the log(s) must be left within 10’ of a street with 
20’ overhead clearance, in a place they can stay for up to two weeks.             

 

  Please initial   __________ 
 

             Log Pick-up Address: 
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Experts in Saving and Processing Urban Timber 

2640 Minnehaha Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55406 

Log Info 

Please spray-paint log(s) with initials.  Then, mark ends of logs A, B, C, etc..  Itemize 
species and dimensions below. Length is measured from top of cut notch to the first main 
crotch; diameter is measured wherever the log is smallest.  Add blank paper if needed. 

WFTH will estimate 
board feet using the 

Scribner Scale. 

A Species:  L x Dia:  BF est:  

B Species:  L x Dia:  BF est:  

C Species:  L x Dia:  BF est:  

D Species:  L x Dia:  BF est:  

 

Cut List 

Length (choose one) �8’   �10’   �12’ �14’ �16’ �18’ �20’ 

Thickness 
(choose one) 

�4/4 (4/4 
rough sawn will 
finish approx. ¾”) 

�6/4 (6/4 rough 
sawn will finish 
approx. 1-1/8”) 

�8/4 (8/4 rough 
sawn will finish 
approx. 1-1/2”)   

�12/4 (12/4 
rough sawn (will 
finish approx. 2”)   

�Other: 

Width (choose one) �Flitch cut (width of log) �Best yield (widths will vary)   �Specific:  

Edges (choose one) �Live/Natural (can be mixed and/or one-sided) �Milled/Square 

 

Surfacing 
Lumber is rough sawn by default; surfacing adds an additional $65/hour. 

Sides 
(choose one) 

�s1s (plane 
one surface) 

�s2s (plane 
both surfaces)   

�s3s (plane both surfaces 
and straight-line one edge) 

�s4s (plane both surfaces and 
straight-line both edges) 

Planing (choose one) �Skip-plane �Mill-finish �Specific thickness: 

Sanding (choose one) �None �Specific Grit: � Other: 
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Experts in Saving and Processing Urban Timber 

2640 Minnehaha Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55406 

Pricing 
Milling-only (no kiln-drying) 

$80.00/hour with a minimum of one hour, plus saw blade(s)/chain(s)--$30.00 per blade in 34” diameter log(s), 
$100.00 per chain in log diameters greater than 24”. 

Milling and Kiln-Drying 

For 4/4 (1” thick rough sawn) lumber $4.00 per board foot* 

For 6/4 (1.5” thick rough sawn) lumber $4.50 per board foot* 

For 8/4 (2” thick rough sawn) lumber $5.00 per board foot* 

For 12/4 (3” thick rough sawn) lumber $6.50 per board foot* 

*If foreign objects are found in log(s), an additional fee will be charged to remove them at $80.00 per hour. A 
blade or chain charge will be added for hitting metal; $30.00 per blade for 34” diameter log(s), $100.00 per 
chain for log diameters greater than 34”.  

Custom Woodwork Projects 

WFTH will provide an estimate based on the entire project, given dimensions and basic design concept provided 
with this Log(s) Information Form.  Customer will want to know this number to determine whether to proceed 
with milling service.  If estimate is within customer’s budget, WFTH will work with customer’s design details 
to firm up the quote for the project.  
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Experts in Saving and Processing Urban Timber 

2640 Minnehaha Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55406 

Procedure 
A completed copy of this Log(s) Information Form is due to Wood from the Hood (WFTH) to get the process 
started, along with an up-front pick-up cost if WFTH is chosen to pick-up the log(s).  Minimum hauling fee is 
$300 for pick-up of curb ready logs within 10 miles of WFTH yard; additional time is $180.00/hr. 

Log pick-up fee is NON-REFUNDABLE even if log is deemed unviable upon arrival.  If log(s) 
show up at our yard without prior arrangement, the log owner has 7 days to submit this 
completed form or the log(s) will become the property of WFTH.  If log(s) show up at our yard 
without having received this Log(s) Information Form, it should be submitted within two weeks.  
Any delays on the cut list may incur $2.00/day fee. Wood from the Hood may continue to charge 
this storage fee up to 1 month from the log(s) arrival to our yard. If no cut list is made available 
by that point, customer may need to make arrangements to have the logs picked-up, or forfeit 
title of the log(s) to WFTH (any deposit balance will be forfeit). 

Once log(s) have been received, WFTH will issue a contract based on the total project cost for one of the 
following: an estimate of the time it will take to Mill-only, an estimate of the board foot yield when kiln-drying, 
or the finished custom woodwork project. Plus, an estimate of the hauling cost, less credit paid up front.  A 
signed copy of the contract will be due along with a 50% deposit before the project will begin.  The entire 
process can take anywhere from 4-24 months, depending on species, thickness, and our milling schedule.  We 
broadly estimate 6 months to process per inch of milled thickness; a year per inch in the case of Oak.  The final 
balance, which, again, may differ from the original milling or milling and drying estimate based on actual yield, 
will be due once the entire project is complete—before delivery if delivering. 

Once job is complete, based on final invoice date, WFTH will store lumber for up to two weeks 
to accommodate arrangements for pick-up or delivery. After two weeks, WFTH may charge 
$.50/BF monthly storage fee with a minimum of $125.00/month payable in advance. 

Liability 

WFTH assumes no responsibility for theft or loss of any kind.  Customers need to insure items as necessary. 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________________________ 

Signature and Date 


